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What Is The Pad For Pad Program?   
 
Pad For Pad is a menstrual health education and free washable cloth pad distribution 
program for adolescent girls from economically disadvantaged backgrounds in India. The 
Pad For Pad education sessions are part of Eco Femme’s ongoing action research to 
best understand the actual menstrual experiences of adolescent girls across India.  
 
How Does It Work? 
 
The program was launched in 2012 to create an eco-sisterhood between Eco Femme’s 
washable cloth pad customers and adolescent girls in India who share the common 
experience of menstruation. We include a donation to the cost of our internationally sold 
pads which allow us to offer free menstrual health education sessions and free washable 
cloth pads to girls in government schools and rural communities. (In India customers can 
chose to add a donation when they purchase pads on our online shop or donate 
independently). A full kit and session costs Rs500/girl and we welcome additonal 
donations. 
 
Does Pad For Pad with partner organizations? 
 
Yes! Eco Femme facilitators conduct Pad For Pad Sessions throughout the Auroville 
Bio-region, but we have a complete Pad For Pad tool-kit to enable you to implement the 
session (or supplement a pre-existing program) and offer washable cloth pads to girls 
(age 10-19) at your institution for free.  
 
This will make you an implementation partner; we will provide you with a Pad For Pad 
session outline and facilitator’s handbook, teaching materials, and a Washable Cloth 
Pad Kit for each girl you plan to reach. We can provide training for facilitators who are 
new to teaching about menstruation.  
 
For every batch of girls you work with, 2 sessions must be conducted: a 3 hour 
educational session which can be split into 2 sessions, and a feedback/evaluation 
session at least 3 months after the first session.  
 
The intent of this program is not to promote brand Eco Femme – it is about menstrual 
health education and informed choice, offering cloth pads in a spirit of sharing and 
solidarity among women and girls across the world. Products are offered freely and 
without compulsion to accept. It must be explained to the girls that women and girls 
around the world have chosen to use cloth pads instead of polluting disposable 
products, and that their donation is an expression of their wish to ensure that every girl 
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should have access to clean menstrual products. If a girl does not want to try the pads, 
that is ok. It is her choice to take the kit or not after the education session. 
 

 
 
Image of the Standard Washable Cloth Pad Kit that will be provided. Includes: 4 All in 
One pads (Eco Femme Day Pad Plus size) made from cotton flannel and with a leak 
proof layer; a travel/storage pouch; and instruction leaflet (available in English, Hindi and 
Tamil). Note: Colour and pattern of pads and pouch may vary from that shown in image. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Variation: Under certain conditions where access 
to sunlight is scarce e.g. in urban slums, dense 
living conditions such as institutional settings, or 
areas where extended rainfall is the norm, we have 
found that the foldable model of pad (which sun 
dries very quickly) may be a better option. If you 
think this would be the case for your area, we are 
ready to provide the same kits exchanging the All in 
One pad model with the Foldable pad model. 
Why Target Adolescent Girls?  
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Create informed choice: In June 2011, the Indian government initiated a scheme to 
provide free disposable pads to adolescent girls (age 10-19) in rural India.  This scheme 
means that at least 90 million disposable pads are tossed aside or burned each month! 
Considering that consumer patterns are set early on, we would like to offer girls in this 
age group information about alternative menstrual products that don’t generate waste. 
 
Educational impact: Knowing that menarche and menstruation are normal,  
healthy signs of growing up can help girls to feel better about their changing bodies and 
themselves and to experience less anxiety as development progresses. For this reason, 
we target adolescent girls who are still becoming familiar with their menstrual cycle in 
order to answer their questions and assuage fears.  
 
Some girls miss school on their period days or drop out altogether because they do not 
have access to menstrual products or because they experience unmanageable 
discomfort. Providing information, resources, and products mitigates this problem and 
allow girls to continue their personal development by staying enrolled and fully 
participating in school. 
 
Independence: Most girls do not have independent purchasing power. The choice of 
sanitary product is generally made by the parents, and limited to what the mother (or 
other female relative) already knows about (usually just recycled cloth or disposable 
pads).  
 
Culture: We work mainly with rural girls because in the rural areas there is still a strong 
culture of using cloth for menstruation. Rural areas also have less access to sanitary 
products and a lack of facilities to dispose of sanitary pads in a safe manner.  
 
If you would like to participate or learn more, please write to valli@ecofemme.org 
 
New!  Make your own cloth pad! 
 
In June 2015, we conducted a pilot program where in addition to offering a finished kit of 
4 cloth pads and storage pouch, we gave girls the chance to try their hand at stitching 
their own cloth pad. 
 
During this pilot, we observed that the girls really got a lot of value from the experience 
and personal satisfaction. It was also lot of fun! On the other hand we saw that the 
quality of finished pad was sometimes disappointing as they do not always stitch so well 
- it was of course their first try :) Overall we felt the benefits outweighed the drawbacks 
and have decided to offer this option to partner organisations who would like to give this 
a go. 
 
This is an optional addition to the basic program (not a stand alone program) and to be 
eligible, you must be able to give at least an additional hour of time on top of the 
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basic 3 hour session. If you want to add this activity, we will supply you with the 
materials for the girls to each hand stitch a single cloth pad.  

 
Through self stitching a pad, a girl will 
gain the experience and knowledge of 
what is inside a cloth pad and we hope in 
future that she may consider making her 
own cloth pads when the need or 
inspiration arises.  
 
We gratefully acknowledge Two Rags in 
Australia  for sponsoring the materials to  
make these pads:  
 

 
 
For more information about our work and other programs please visit our website: 
www.ecofemme.org or facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ecofemmeindia 
 
For more information about the Pad for Pad program, please visit: 
https://ecofemme.org/in-action/pad-for-pad/ 
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